FTR Enduro Committee Meeting
Oct 3, 2015 – outside of Croom Motorcycle Park
Called to order 6:00 PM
Attendees:
Allen Pearce – Chairman
George Tolson – Referee
Ken Stephenson – Scorekeeper
Peter Magee – Rider Rep – Specialty A/B
Jimmy Pitts – Rider Rep – Specialty C/Women
Phil Ellis – Greenville Enduro Riders
Ronny Hames – DDR
Bill Lites – BSTR
Quorum met.
Old Business
None
New Business

***Motion 1***
A motion was made by Jimmy Pitts and seconded by Peter Magee to change the nomenclature for the
Enduro Classes to match that of the AMA and SETRA.

Existing Rule:

Note: The following Existing Rule applies to Motion 1, 2, 3, & 4

Chapter III
General Rules
D. Rider Classification
1. Riders shall be classified in the following divisions and classes:
ENDURO
Division/Class
AA Expert/Pro
A Advanced
B Amateur
C Novice
Veteran (A,B,C)
Senior (A,B,C)
Super Senior (A,B,C)
Masters (A,B,C)
Golden Master (A,B)
Class 66
Women
Vintage

Displacement classes
0-Open cc
200, 250, Open
200, 250, Open
200, 250, Open
0-Open cc
0-Open cc
0-Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0-Open cc 1974 or earlier

Age
None
None
None
None
35*/Above
40*/Above
45*/Above
50*/Above
58*/Above
66*/Above
None
None

Evolution
Beginners

0-Open cc Drum Brakes
& Air Cooled
0- Open cc

None
None

D. Rider Classification
2. A rider may elect to ride in any of the age determined classes, Veteran, Senior, Super Senior, or
Masters, etc., if they become the legal age for that class during the competition year, July 1 thru June 30.
L. Competition Apparel & Equipment
6. Equipment
Vehicle displacement classes are as follows: Enduros:
0-200 cc
A, B, & C
201-250 cc
A, B, & C
251-Open cc
A, B, & C
0-Open cc
AA, Veteran,
Senior, Super
Senior, Master,
Golden Master,
Women, Vintage,
Evolution,
Beginners, Class
66
Chapter IV
Enduro Rules
B. Classification of Riders
1. There are thirteen (13) rider divisions:
AA Expert
A Advanced
B Amateur
C Novice
Veteran
Senior
Super Senior
Master
Golden Masters
Women
Vintage
Beginner
Class 66
B. Classification of Riders
5. Advancement Sets - There will be two sets of advancement percentiles calculated, one for all
displacement riders, and a second for the following specialty class riders: Vet, Senior, Super Senior,
Master, and Golden Master.
B. Classification of Riders
7.The Ranking System for promoting riders in all classes in advancement sets is defined as follows:
d. Classes are then divided by the ratios of 25% for A, 35% for B, and 40% for C, except Golden Master,
which is divided 40% A and 60% B, based on the total number of riders in the class receiving average
ranking numbers. When fractions exist based on the 25/35/40 or the 40/60 in Golden Master multiplication

factors, they will be rounded to the nearest whole number with .500 to .999 to the next higher whole
number and below .500 to the next lower whole number beginning with the A division.

Change To (changes in red):
Chapter III
General Rules
D. Rider Classification
1. Riders shall be classified in the following divisions and classes:
ENDURO
Division/Class
AA Expert/Pro
A Advanced
B Amateur
C Novice
+35 (A,B,C)
+40 (A,B,C)
+45 (A,B,C)
+50 (A,B,C)
+58 (A,B)
+66
Women
Vintage
Evolution
Beginners

Displacement classes
0-Open cc
200, 250, Open
200, 250, Open
200, 250, Open
0-Open cc
0-Open cc
0-Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0-Open cc 1974 or earlier
0-Open cc Drum Brakes
& Air Cooled
0- Open cc

Age
None
None
None
None
35*/Above
40*/Above
45*/Above
50*/Above
58*/Above
66*/Above
None
None
None
None

D. Rider Classification
2. A rider may elect to ride in any of the age determined classes, Veteran (+35), Senior (+40), Super
Senior (+45), or Masters (+50), etc., if they become the legal age for that class during the competition
year, July 1 thru June 30.
L. Competition Apparel & Equipment
6. Equipment
Vehicle displacement classes are as follows: Enduros:
0-200 cc
A, B, & C
201-250 cc
A, B, & C
251-Open cc
A, B, & C
0-Open cc
AA, +35, +40, +45,
+50, +58, +66,
Women, Vintage,
Evolution,
Beginners
Chapter IV
Enduro Rules
B. Classification of Riders
2. There are thirteen (13) rider divisions:
AA Expert

A Advanced
B Amateur
C Novice
+35
+40
+45
+50
+58
+66
Women
Vintage
Beginner
B. Classification of Riders
5. Advancement Sets - There will be two sets of advancement percentiles calculated, one for all
displacement riders, and a second for the following specialty class riders: +35, +40, +45, +50, and +58.
B. Classification of Riders
7.The Ranking System for promoting riders in all classes in advancement sets is defined as follows:
d. Classes are then divided by the ratios of 25% for A, 35% for B, and 40% for C, except +58, which is
divided 40% A and 60% B, based on the total number of riders in the class receiving average ranking
numbers. When fractions exist based on the 25/35/40 or the 40/60 in +58 multiplication factors, they will
be rounded to the nearest whole number with .500 to .999 to the next higher whole number and below
.500 to the next lower whole number beginning with the A division.
Motion Passed

***Motion 2***
A motion was made by Jimmy Pitts and seconded by George Tolson to add +55 A/B classes and change
the age for the +58 A/B to 60. Ranking for the new classes will be based on ranking in the previous class
structure.

Existing Rule:
See Motion 1 for existing rule.

Change To (changes in red):
Chapter III
General Rules
D. Rider Classification
1. Riders shall be classified in the following divisions and classes:
ENDURO
Division/Class
AA Expert/Pro
A Advanced
B Amateur
C Novice
+35 (A,B,C)
+40 (A,B,C)
+45 (A,B,C)
+50 (A,B,C)
+55 (A,B)

Displacement classes
0-Open cc
200, 250, Open
200, 250, Open
200, 250, Open
0-Open cc
0-Open cc
0-Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc

Age
None
None
None
None
35*/Above
40*/Above
45*/Above
50*/Above
55*/Above

+60(A,B)
+66
Women
Vintage
Evolution
Beginners

0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0-Open cc 1974 or earlier
0-Open cc Drum Brakes
& Air Cooled
0- Open cc

60*/Above
66*/Above
None
None
None
None

D. Rider Classification
2. A rider may elect to ride in any of the age determined classes, Veteran (+35), Senior (+40), Super
Senior (+45), or Masters (+50), etc., if they become the legal age for that class during the competition
year, July 1 thru June 30.
L. Competition Apparel & Equipment
6. Equipment
Vehicle displacement classes are as follows: Enduros:
0-200 cc
A, B, & C
201-250 cc
A, B, & C
251-Open cc
A, B, & C
0-Open cc
AA, +35, +40, +45,
+50,+55, +60, +66,
Women, Vintage,
Evolution,
Beginners
Chapter IV
Enduro Rules
B. Classification of Riders
3. There are thirteen (13) rider divisions:
AA Expert
A Advanced
B Amateur
C Novice
+35
+40
+45
+50
+55
+60
+66
Women
Vintage
Beginner
B. Classification of Riders
5. Advancement Sets - There will be two sets of advancement percentiles calculated, one for all
displacement riders, and a second for the following specialty class riders: +35, +40, +45, +50, +55 and
+60.
B. Classification of Riders
7.The Ranking System for promoting riders in all classes in advancement sets is defined as follows:

d. Classes are then divided by the ratios of 25% for A, 35% for B, and 40% for C, except +55 and +60,
which is divided 40% A and 60% B, based on the total number of riders in the class receiving average
ranking numbers. When fractions exist based on the 25/35/40 or the 40/60 in +55 and +60 multiplication
factors, they will be rounded to the nearest whole number with .500 to .999 to the next higher whole
number and below .500 to the next lower whole number beginning with the A division.

Motion Passed

***Motion 3***
A motion was made by Jimmy Pitts and seconded by Phil Ellis to eliminate the Vintage class due to a lack
of participation.

Existing Rule:
See Motion 1 for existing rule.

Change To (changes in red):
Chapter III
General Rules
D. Rider Classification
1. Riders shall be classified in the following divisions and classes:
ENDURO
Division/Class
AA Expert/Pro
A Advanced
B Amateur
C Novice
+35 (A,B,C)
+40 (A,B,C)
+45 (A,B,C)
+50 (A,B,C)
+55 (A,B)
+60(A,B)
+66
Women
Vintage
Evolution
Beginners

Displacement classes
0-Open cc
200, 250, Open
200, 250, Open
200, 250, Open
0-Open cc
0-Open cc
0-Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0-Open cc 1974 or earlier
0-Open cc Drum Brakes
& Air Cooled
0- Open cc

Age
None
None
None
None
35*/Above
40*/Above
45*/Above
50*/Above
55*/Above
60*/Above
66*/Above
None
None
None
None

D. Rider Classification
2. A rider may elect to ride in any of the age determined classes, Veteran (+35), Senior (+40), Super
Senior (+45), or Masters (+50), etc., if they become the legal age for that class during the competition
year, July 1 thru June 30.
L. Competition Apparel & Equipment
6. Equipment
Vehicle displacement classes are as follows: Enduros:
0-200 cc
A, B, & C
201-250 cc
A, B, & C

251-Open cc
0-Open cc

A, B, & C
AA, +35, +40, +45,
+50,+55, +60, +66,
Women, Vintage,
Evolution,
Beginners

Chapter IV
Enduro Rules
B. Classification of Riders
4. There are thirteen (13) rider divisions:
AA Expert
A Advanced
B Amateur
C Novice
+35
+40
+45
+50
+55
+60
+66
Women
Evolution
Beginner
B. Classification of Riders
5. Advancement Sets - There will be two sets of advancement percentiles calculated, one for all
displacement riders, and a second for the following specialty class riders: +35, +40, +45, +50, +55 and
+60.
B. Classification of Riders
7.The Ranking System for promoting riders in all classes in advancement sets is defined as follows:
d. Classes are then divided by the ratios of 25% for A, 35% for B, and 40% for C, except +55 and +60,
which is divided 40% A and 60% B, based on the total number of riders in the class receiving average
ranking numbers. When fractions exist based on the 25/35/40 or the 40/60 in +55 and +60 multiplication
factors, they will be rounded to the nearest whole number with .500 to .999 to the next higher whole
number and below .500 to the next lower whole number beginning with the A division.

Motion Passed

***Motion 4***
A motion was made by Jimmy Pitts and seconded by Bill Lites to add a +70 class. Ranking for the new
class will be based on ranking in the previous class structure.

Existing Rule:
See Motion 1 for existing rule.

Change To (changes in red):
Chapter III
General Rules

D. Rider Classification
1. Riders shall be classified in the following divisions and classes:
ENDURO
Division/Class
AA Expert/Pro
A Advanced
B Amateur
C Novice
+35 (A,B,C)
+40 (A,B,C)
+45 (A,B,C)
+50 (A,B,C)
+55 (A,B)
+60(A,B)
+66
+70
Women
Vintage
Evolution
Beginners

Displacement classes
0-Open cc
200, 250, Open
200, 250, Open
200, 250, Open
0-Open cc
0-Open cc
0-Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0- Open cc
0-Open cc 1974 or earlier
0-Open cc Drum Brakes
& Air Cooled
0- Open cc

Age
None
None
None
None
35*/Above
40*/Above
45*/Above
50*/Above
55*/Above
60*/Above
66*/Above
70*/Above
None
None
None
None

D. Rider Classification
2. A rider may elect to ride in any of the age determined classes, Veteran (+35), Senior (+40), Super
Senior (+45), or Masters (+50), etc., if they become the legal age for that class during the competition
year, July 1 thru June 30.
L. Competition Apparel & Equipment
6. Equipment
Vehicle displacement classes are as follows: Enduros:
0-200 cc
A, B, & C
201-250 cc
A, B, & C
251-Open cc
A, B, & C
0-Open cc
AA, +35, +40, +45,
+50,+55, +60, +66,
+70, Women,
Vintage, Evolution,
Beginners,
Chapter IV
Enduro Rules
B. Classification of Riders
5. There are thirteen (13) rider divisions:
AA Expert
A Advanced
B Amateur
C Novice
+35
+40
+45

+50
+55
+60
+66
+70
Women
Evolution
Beginner

B. Classification of Riders
5. Advancement Sets - There will be two sets of advancement percentiles calculated, one for all
displacement riders, and a second for the following specialty class riders: +35, +40, +45, +50, +55 and
+60.
B. Classification of Riders
7.The Ranking System for promoting riders in all classes in advancement sets is defined as follows:
d. Classes are then divided by the ratios of 25% for A, 35% for B, and 40% for C, except +55 and +60,
which is divided 40% A and 60% B, based on the total number of riders in the class receiving average
ranking numbers. When fractions exist based on the 25/35/40 or the 40/60 in +55 and +60 multiplication
factors, they will be rounded to the nearest whole number with .500 to .999 to the next higher whole
number and below .500 to the next lower whole number beginning with the A division.
Motion Passed

***Motion 5***
A motion was made by Jimmy Pitts and seconded by Ken Stephenson to change and clarify the Team
rule.

Existing Rule:
Chapter V
Enduro Scoring
C. Scoring
15. A team shall consist of not less than three riders nor more than five riders. Riders may compete on
only one team. They must be entered as a team before the meet begins. The best three scores will be
used to determine the winning team for that event. In case of a tie, the 4th and 5th place riders placing
will be used to determine the team winner. If still tied after the 5th person, the raw scores of each team
rider will be added and the lowest team total wins. A team competing for a year end award shall remain
consistent in its members. An eight member roster must be registered with the Enduro Scorekeeper. A
minimum of any three, or a maximum of any five of these members, may enter an event. A team roster
can only be changed in the event that the member(s) being deleted from the team is unable to compete
in 3 or more of the remaining events for the season. Roster changes must be submitted in writing to the
Enduro Scorekeeper.

Change To (changes in red):
Chapter V
Enduro Scoring
C. Scoring
15. A roster of three to a maximum of eight members must be registered with the Enduro Scorekeeper
before their first event begins. Each member must sign the roster agreeing to be on the team. A minimum
member roster may be increased at any time thereafter to the maximum eight members. A member may

be deleted after such member has missed 3 events and may be replaced at any time thereafter. Roster
changes must be submitted in writing to the Enduro Scorekeeper before the affected meet begins. A team
shall consist of not less than 3 nor more than 5 members from the roster. Riders may compete on only
one team. They must be entered as a team before the meet begins. The three best placed riders will be
th
used to determine the winning team for that event. In case of a tie, the 4 placed rider, and subsequently
th
th
the 5 placed rider, will be used to determine the winning team. If still tied after the 5 rider, the event will
be deemed a tie with both teams receiving equal points.
Motion Passed
Above rules will be published and voted upon again at the next Enduro Committee meeting.
Petition was made by Don St John to be moved back to the B class. Petition was denied.
Petition was made by Brandon St John to be moved back to the B class. Petition was denied.
Motion to Adjourn - passed

